Description and Supply List for Simply Sensational 9-Patch Star Tool Caddy

Paper piece simple foundation units to create a 9-Patch Star block that will be the focal point for your quick and easy tool caddy to hold your paper piecing tools.

Supplies:
Carol Doak’s Simply Sensational 9-Patch Stars – Make four copies of foundation Unit 7. Carol Doak’s Foundation Paper is suggested.
Sewing machine in good working order equipped with a 90/14 needle and thread to match fabric.
Rotary cutter, mat, 6” Add-A-Quarter ruler, flat flower pins, 6 1/2” x 6 1/2” square Omni ruler
1 yd. Grosgrain ribbon
Fabric: (The fabric referenced is to my Star Bright Collection from Timeless Treasures)
1/2 yd. Caddy fabric: Cut the following pieces: Carol-C8706 Black
1 25 1/2” x 15 1/2” facing
1 12” x 15 1/2” bottom border
1 2” x 15 1/2” top border
2 2” x 12 1/2” side borders

Star fabric:
1/4 yd. Background - Cut the following pieces: Carol-C8709 Black
4 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” corner squares
8 2 1/2” x 4” Location numbers 2, 3

1/8 yd. Small star points – Cut the following pieces: Carol-C8707 Yellow
4 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”, cut once diagonally for Location numbers 4, 5

1/8 yd. Center star point – Cut the following pieces: Carol-C8710 Pink
4 2 3/4” x 4 3/4” Location number 1

Center square: Carol-C8711 Blue
1 4 1/2” x 4 1/2”
Instructions for Making Simply Sensational 9-Patch Star Tool Caddy

Step-by-Step Instructions:
1. Assembly line paper piece the four Unit 7 foundations and trim on dotted line. Assemble star block using the center and corner squares. Machine baste the intersections to check for match. Press toward fabric. Press middle row seams to center.

2. Assemble the front using the star and borders. Remove the paper.
3. Place right sides together with the facing and pin. Start stitching the perimeter 4" below the star block and end at the star block. Turn right side out and press.

4. Fold bottom edge up to the star seam. Mark ribbon 15" from end and insert between the fold and back and pin. Mark tool divisions with pins at 3", 2 1/2", 2", 1 1/2", and 1" leaving the remainder as a larger pocket for tools. Stitch side seams and intersections; back stitching at the beginning and end.
5. Put in tools, fold top down and roll toward the ribbon. Tie ribbon around the roll.